Serious Innovation for Serious BBQ

Revolutionary CRUCIBLE Firebox
Patent Pending

Huge Benefits!
- Brick is rated to 2,700° F!
- Eliminates Structural Failure
- More Charcoal Capacity
- Huge Ash Capacity
- Easier and faster to start
- Easy to clean ash into Dump
- Quick and easy-lift-out Ash Dump

Patented Smokin’ Chip Feeder
Makes adding smoke flavor safe and easy

Lifetime Ceramic Warranty!
All 304 Stainless Steel HardwareLtd. Lifetime Warranty!
(Platinum Series)

Multi-Level, Split-Grid Cooking System
Two Temperature Zones
High-Temp Grilling
and/or Roasting/Smoking
A huge problem for kamados is firebox breakage. Saffire is the only one to totally solve the problem and then add:

**Huge Benefits!**

**Eliminates structural failure 4 ways:**
- 12-piece brick design relieves thermal stress.
- Saffire brick is **2,700°F** rated! 1000° higher.
- Outer Shell made of Aluminized Steel (High thermal and corrosion resistance)
- Even if a brick should crack it has no effect! (The shell holds them tightly in place and also prevents any air leakage.)
- Individual bricks can be easily replaced.

**New Enlarged Shape = More Benefits:**
- Large Charcoal Capacity for long cook times.
- Huge Ash Capacity for far less cleaning.
- Double the grate size of other kamado grills!
- Air space between brick and shell provides insulation for less charcoal use and longer burn.

**304 Stainless Steel Charcoal Basket/Grate**
- Easily remove the charcoal from your grill
- Removable divider - holds charcoal to one side.

**Saffire’s Double Size Grate Area Gives You:**
- Faster starting a large bed of coals for grilling. Air now flows to entire bed of charcoal.
- Quick Shake to release ash into the pan. No more tedious raking of ash down through grate. (Typical bowl shape and small grate of others greatly restricts the flow of ash down to the bottom of the grill)

**Huge Lift-Out Ash Pan**
- Enormous size holds ash from several fires. (A small ash pan needs to be cleaned out virtually every time you cook)
- Insulating air gap under Pan provides even more efficiency and safer temperatures on bottom.
- Quick and easy to lift-out and dump the ash. No more digging ash out through the air control! YES!

Perhaps the single greatest improvement ever made for kamado and charcoal grill ease of use, cleaning and durability!
Multi-level Cooking

Multi-level Cooking Flexibility
Place food at the lower level, for intense, radiant, searing heat or at the top level, further from flames for less intense temperatures and easy access to food. You may even cook on both levels at once!

Left/Right or Front/Back Heat Zones
Half-grids may be left/right or front/back. Additional grids may be added to cook on one and a half or two full levels. The Secondary Cooking Grid may also be placed on top of that for cooking on three levels!

The Ceramic Heat Deflector may be placed below the grids to provide indirect cooking for roasting and smoking. It comes in two pieces so just one half may be placed in the grill to allow direct radiant searing right along-side of indirect cooking, roasting or a holding area.
Grill • Smoker • Pizza Oven

A Quantum Leap in barbecue flavor and performance

Saffire has combined the ancient ceramic cooker with modern technology and innovation. Its thick ceramic walls provide an efficiency that produces many advantages over a metal grill or smoker. And with the natural flavor and easy starting of hardwood lump charcoal you’ll be cooking more delicious barbecue than you can imagine!

Grilling - up to 1,000 degrees for quick searing.
Smoking - Holds low temperatures for 16+ hours (one load of charcoal) for true slow-smoked barbecue.
Wood-fired Pizza Oven - The ceramic dome radiates the heat and cooks like a brick pizza oven.

Bronze Series
Black Powder Coat Hardware
Color = Black Ceramic Glaze
Bamboo Side Shelves
Sizes = Medium, Large, X-Large
Cart & Shelves in Grill Box

Both Series Include
New Stainless Handle
New Crucible Firebox (Lg.)
New Charcoal Basket (Lg.)
New Multi-level Cooking Grid
INCLUDED Acc. - Ash Tool, Ceramic Heat Deflector, Smokin’ Chip Feeder Tool.

Platinum Series
All 304 Stainless Hardware - LIFETIME WARRANTY!
Colors = Blue or Black Ceramic Glaze
Stainless Steel Side Shelves
Sizes = Small, Medium, Large, X-Large
Cart & Shelves in Separate Box

Saffire has made it easier than ever before to cook championship BBQ at home! We’ve made the charcoal barbecue grill and smoker easier to use, more efficient, much more durable, more safe and attractive on the patio. Here’s how:

- The leading industry innovator for 10 Years.
- Heavy-Duty, beefed-up ceramics and hardware.
- Patented Smokin’ Chip Feeder.
- Revolutionary Firebox with HUGE BENEFITS! (Details on page 2 with “Crucible Firebox”)
- Massive Ash Dump for easiest cleaning ever!
- More charcoal capacity = longer cooking
- Stainless Steel Charcoal Basket
- Faster to start large bed of coals for grilling.
- Multi-Level Split-Grid Cooking System.
- More spacious interior cooking areas/levels.
- High quality ceramics - LIFETIME WARRANTY
- 304 stainless hardware - LIFETIME WARRANTY
- More free accessories included. Ready-to-cook!

See the “Saffire Advantages” list for much more!

Saffire Grill Co.
www.SaffireBBQ.com